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(54) SUBSURFACE TANK

(57) The present invention relates in general to a sub-
surface tank, a method of installing such a tank and the
use of such a tank, the tank being arranged for holding
a liquid. The present invention relates more in particular
to a subsurface storage tank for storing thermal seasonal
energy. In a first aspect of the invention, there is provided
a method of installing a subsurface tank, comprising the
steps of building a framework having dimensions corre-

sponding to a required volume of the tank, providing a
foil having dimensions sufficient to cover the framework,
wrapping the cover around the framework, placing the
framework in a hole sufficient for the framework to be
contained below ground surface. The method is charac-
terized in that the step of building the framework com-
prises building the framework from a lightweight rigid
structure modular space frame.
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Description

Background of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates in general to a
subsurface tank, a method of installing such a tank and
the use of such a tank, the tank being arranged for holding
a liquid. The present invention relates more in particular
to a subsurface storage tank for storing thermal seasonal
energy.
[0002] Climate change, concerns for global warming
and the rapid decrease of oil reserves and the increase
in oil prices as a result thereof are just a few examples
of incentives to invest in a transition towards higher adop-
tion of renewable energy. A vast variety of renewable
energy technologies can be distinguished. Well known
examples are renewable energy gained from wind ener-
gy, water (hydro) energy and solar energy. Less known
are other renewable energy sources like biomass energy,
heat pumps, grid energy storage, and geothermal ener-
gy. Geothermal energy being thermal energy generated
and stored in the earth.
[0003] An important aspect of renewable energy
sources is the storage of the energy. In for example sea-
sonal thermal energy storage tanks, energy in the form
of heat or cold can be stored for periods of up to several
months. The thermal energy can be collected whenever
it is available and be used whenever needed, for example
heat and cold can be stored in opposing seasons, e.g.
heat stored during summer and used during winter, and
cold stored during winter and used to cool during summer
season.
[0004] Such thermal energy storage can be fed by a
plurality of (renewable) energy sources such as earth
heat from heat pumps, solar energy from solar collectors,
or from waste heat from an air conditioning system. In
these systems the energy is transported towards, and
stored in a storage tank in liquid form, i.e. in water.
[0005] Such thermal energy collection can take place
on a household level, for example with air conditioning
systems and solar collectors, or on an industrial level, by
collecting heat from industrial processes, for example.
[0006] The way the energy is used from the storage
tanks in for example these seasonal thermal energy stor-
ages, can also vary, and examples thereof are heat ex-
changers, heat pumps, circular pumps, central heating
systems, etc.
[0007] Another important aspect of renewable energy
is the costs involved in investing in a renewable energy
system or infrastructure and the costs per energy unit in
US dollar or Euro per Joule. Due to the fact that most
current energy devices, systems and infrastructure being
highly depend on conventional non-renewable natural re-
sources such as oil, gas and other fossil fuels, the costs
for investing in non-renewable devices, systems and in-
frastructure are relative low. Moreover, the price of non-
renewable natural resources in costs per energy units is
sometimes also lower when compared to renewable en-

ergy. For adoption of, or transition towards renewable
energy it should be competitive to non-renewable energy,
hence, not only price per energy unit should be low, the
investment costs should be low as well, such that the
period for return on investment is short enough.
[0008] Accordingly, there is a need for an improved
renewable energy system. More in particular, a simplified
system with a simplified construction, wherein at least
some of the above mentioned drawbacks have been ob-
viated, resulting in a low price per energy unit, low invest-
ment costs and thus a short return on investment.
[0009] A goal of the present invention is to provide an
improved subsurface tank.
[0010] It is a further goals of the present invention to
provide an improved subsurface tank for a renewable
energy system, whit a simplified construction and con-
struction method, for efficient energy storage at low costs
short return on investment.

Summary

[0011] In a first aspect of the invention, there is provid-
ed a method of installing a subsurface tank, comprising
the steps of:

- building a framework having dimensions corre-
sponding to a required volume of the tank;

- providing a foil having dimensions sufficient to cover
the framework;

- covering at least the bottom and wall surfaces of the
framework with said foil;

- placing the framework in a hole sufficient for the
framework to be contained below ground surface.

[0012] The method is characterized in that the step of
building the framework comprises building the framework
from a lightweight rigid structure modular space frame.
[0013] Seasonal thermal energy storage is a form of
storing cold or heat for long periods of time, up to several
months. The thermal energy can be collected in several
manners whenever available. The preferred medium for
the tank is water. The water is heated during the summer
period, and the hot water is stored within the tank and
used during winter to warm a building. Vice versa, during
the winter, the water can be cooled and stored in the tank
to be used during the summer period to cool the building.
The water of such a system is stored in a large tank which
is placed below ground surface. From an input perspec-
tive, several systems can be coupled to the tank, or pref-
erably to a heat exchanger provided in the tank, to heat
or cool the water and hence, convert the thermal energy
into the water stored in the tank. Examples thereof are
solar collectors, heat pumps, geothermal pumps, indus-
trial residual heat, or heat from air conditioning systems.
From an output perspective, several systems can be cou-
pled to the tank, or preferably to a heat exchanger pro-
vided in the thank, for use of the thermal energy. Exam-
ples thereof are heat exchangers, heat pumps, circular
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pumps, central heating systems, etc.
[0014] As indicated, in a further and preferred example
of the invention, the tank is already provided with a heat
exchanger. This has the advantage that in such a way,
a closed system can be obtained and the risk for con-
tamination of the water, e.g. legionella and such, or the
risk for corrosion is reduced to a minimum. Once the tank
is filled with water, the tank can be sealed and thermal
energy in the form of heat/cold can be stored and ob-
tained through the heat exchanger inside the tank.
[0015] However, in yet another example, the tank is
arranged to resist corrosion, e.g. by adding an anti-cor-
rosion substance, or by using only corrosion resistant
materials for the space frame, and/or arranged to resist
to contamination of the water, e.g. for example by adding
a water filter, or other means to extract or kill bacteria
such as heating element. If the tank is arranged to resist
corrosion and/or resist or at least control contamination,
then the tank could be used as an open system wherein
(fresh) water can be introduced and water can be drawn
from the tank for example for showering or consumption
of the water.
[0016] For a tank to be suitable for a seasonal thermal
energy storage system it requires a certain capacity. If
for example water is used as the liquid for storing thermal
energy, the volume of the tank needs to be plural cubic
meter, i.e. up to 1000 cubic meter, to have sufficient water
to store sufficient thermal energy for the application in
which the tank is used, e.g. a capacity to keep a large
building warm during winter and cold during summer.
[0017] A tank with sufficient water capacity for most
applications and preferred use, is thus large in dimen-
sions. If such a large tank is installed below ground sur-
face, it needs to be sufficiently strong so as not to collapse
under the lateral earth pressure. If for example a basin
is formed from concrete wall structures, the walls have
to withstand the lateral earth pressure, especially when
the surface above or near the basis is confronted with
additional and/or changing weights, e.g. from large con-
structions, vehicles, etc.. The concrete thus has to be
thick enough to resist the lateral earth pressure as a result
of the soil and on top thereof the additional/changing
weights, or complex constructions or additional meas-
ures are required. The concrete walls to this end are often
re-enforced with strength enhancing materials or objects.
As an alternative a conventional spherical or cylindrical
shaped metal tank can be used. Such a metal tank is
also very heavy, large, expensive, and difficult to install
and transport.
[0018] Accordingly, currently available suitable tanks
are not only huge, but also very heavy. Installation of
such a tank is therefore not beneficial and expensive due
to the high cost of production and/or complexity of such
a tank, and due to the high costs for transport and instal-
lation in the ground. Accordingly, the costs and thus re-
turn on investment are to high and long to be profitable
for small industry and individual households.
[0019] The inventors came to the surprising insight that

an improved subsurface tank would require a simplified
construction, such that low costs and shortened return
on investment would be feasible, such without compro-
mising on the quality. The inventors propose to use a
space frame construction, which is very suitable for build-
ing a very strong construction, which is lightweight and
due to the modular construction is easy to build, which
lowers the costs of installation, and moreover, can be
transported in a very compact form, which thus lowers
costs of transport.
[0020] Accordingly, a method of installing a subsurface
tank is provided, wherein a framework is build up from a
lightweight rigid structure modular space frame. The
framework build has dimensions corresponding to the
required volume of the tank. The framework is wrapped
with a foil such that a tank is formed. Wrapping is to be
understood in a broad sense. To obtain a tank according
to all examples of the invention at least the bottom and
wall surfaces have to be covered by the foil, in order to
keep the fluid in the tank, and keep soil and soil contam-
ination out. However, in a preferred example, the top of
the tank is covered as well, hence, the entire exterior of
the tank being wrapped.
[0021] The foil used, is preferably comprised of syn-
thetic rubber material such as elastomeric material such
as an ethylene propylene diene monomer rubber, or an
equivalent silicon based material which is suitable for
long time placement in the ground, sufficiently thick or
strong enough to resist to ground and dust penetrating
the foil and thus entering the tank, and which preferably
is watertight such that water in the tank does not leak
through the foil.
[0022] Alternatively, the tank can be used as a reten-
tion or infiltration tank. Accordingly, the foil of the tank is
in such an example arranged for water to penetrate the
foil, for example due to a meshed structure of the foil, or
by penetration of the foil.
[0023] The framework is a space frame or space struc-
ture, which is made from strong rigid lightweight structure
constructed from interlocking struts in a geometric pat-
tern, preferably a triangular pattern. The space frame is
strong due to the inherent rigidity of the triangular shape.
Preferably the form of the space frame is a horizontal
slab of interlocking square pyramids and tetrahedral build
from aluminium or tubular steel struts which are arranged
to be submerged in water, or any other liquid used in the
tank for storage of the energy.
[0024] Using a space frame has several advantages
over known structures used for a forming a tank. Space
frames are modular, hence, it is very easy to build any
dimension of framework, corresponding to the required
volume of the tank. Moreover, due to its modularity, the
desired dimension can be determined on site, even dur-
ing the build of the framework. Furthermore, due to the
modularity and construction of interlocking joints or
nodes, and the bars or rods or struts between the nodes,
the space frame can be stored with minimal volume,
which enables cheap transport from a factory or ware-
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house towards the installation site. This significantly low-
ers costs and thus return on investment. Moreover, space
frames costs of joints and struts that are suitable for both
low and high temperatures, without loosing strength at
low or high temperature. This makes a tank build from a
space frame suitable for low temperature water and for
high temperature water, for example up to 90 degrees
Celsius. More likely, the maximum temperature of the
fluid in the tank will lie between 60 to 90 degrees Celsius,
also defined as sensible heat, which in this form at these
temperatures, can be used directly for heating purposes.
This is in contrast to terrestrial heat, which is obtained at
a temperature of about 12 degrees, and thus has to be
compressed before it can be used for heating purposes.
[0025] Yet another advantage of using a space frame
construction is that it increases the strength of the sub-
surface tank to such an extent that the site on top of the
tank can still be used in a functional manner. Once the
tank is covered, the site can be put back in use as a park,
soccer field, garden meadow, lawn, or even (large,
heavy) constructions can be build/placed on top of the
tank. Accordingly, the tank according to the invention can
be used in a plurality of applications and locations.
[0026] In an example, the method further comprising
the steps of:

- digging a hole corresponding approximately at least
the dimension of the framework.

[0027] The tank can be placed in a hole in the ground
that was already present, for example at a construction
site where soil is already excavated. On the other hand,
prior to, or simultaneously with the manufacture of the
tank by building up the framework, soil may be excavated,
i.e. a hole may be dug which corresponds to the contents
of the tank, or being approximately equal to the outer
diameter and shape of the tank. When an excavator is
present at the install site of the tank, it is advantageous
to have the excavator dig the hole, i.e. excavate the soil,
while in the meantime the framework is build from the
modular space frame. Once the framework is ready and
the soil excavated, the excavator can lower the frame-
work in the dug hole and the tank can be closed. Contrary
to installing a conventional tank or manufacturing a basin
from a concrete floor and wall parts, materials required
for installation are limited and installation time very short.
For tanks sufficient for standard building/household heat-
ing/cooling requirements, the installation time can be re-
duced to one single day, which is beneficial from a return
on investment point of view.
[0028] In an example, the method further comprising
the steps of:

- stabilizing the framework by adding a layer of stabi-
lization material in a remaining space between the
hole and the framework, and wherein the material is
preferably selected from the group comprising: sand,
re-enforced sand, concrete, polyvinyl chloride, poly-

urethane foam.

[0029] To further simplify the installation, the dimen-
sions of the hole could be slightly larger than the dimen-
sions of outer dimensions of the framework. That way
digging the hole does not need to be very accurate, as
long as the hole is larger than the framework, the frame-
work can be placed in the hole and the remaining gap
between can be filled with stabilization material, which
could simply be soil, or reinforced sand, concrete, poly-
vinyl chloride which also has a high thermal isolation, or
polyurethane foam, which also has a high thermal isola-
tion, and is strong enough to withstand sharp objects
from damaging the foil.
[0030] In an example, the method further comprising
the steps of:

- covering the framework by adding a layer of stabili-
zation on top of the framework, and wherein the ma-
terial is preferably selected from the group compris-
ing: sand, re-enforced sand, concrete, polyvinyl
chloride, polyurethane foam.

[0031] The top of the framework could also be covered
with an additional layer, which further thermally isolates
the tank and increases resistance to damages to the tank.
[0032] In an example, the method further comprises:

- providing a phase change material inside said sub-
surface tank.

[0033] The advantage of introducing phase change
materials is that it further increases the efficiency of the
tank when used for storing thermal energy. Accordingly,
the material from which the tank is created, e.g. the foil
and space frame is in such an example arranged for
phase change materials. Different kinds of phase change
material can be used, for example organic phase change
materials such as Paraffin or fatty acids or inorganic
based on salt hydrates present either directly in the tank,
or preferably contained in separate units, such as sa-
chets, balls etc., between which the water can freely
move.
[0034] In an example, the step of building the frame-
work comprises:

- building the framework from the modular space
frame, the framework having outer dimensions cor-
responding to the required volume of the tank and
wherein the entire volume of the framework is com-
prised of the modular space frame.

[0035] Subsurface tanks require a certain construc-
tional strength for the framework, expressed by the pres-
sure it can withstand per square meter. Depending on
the amount of pressure the tank has to withstand, e.g.
determined by the application and use of the ground sur-
face above and near the tank, and and the composition
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of the soil, it could be sufficient to build the framework
only from a bottom part, top part and wall parts and leave
part of the interior space of the framework open. Accord-
ingly, less space frame construction parts are needed,
time to build is lowered as are costs and return on invest-
ment. As an alternative, the entire interior space or di-
mension of the tank could be build from a space frame
construction. This way subsurface tanks can be formed,
having simple but strong constructions, for any applica-
tion and required volume, even up to and beyond
1.000.000 litters of water. Above and/or near which tanks
the ground surface can still be used for any purpose,
such as roads, buildings, etc.
[0036] In an example, the method further comprising
the steps of:

- providing an inlet opening in said foil covered frame-
work arranged for liquid to flow into said tank;

- providing an outlet opening in the foil covered frame-
work arranged for liquid to flow out of said tank.

[0037] As indicated, the tank could be used in several
ways. For example, as a closed, sealed tank including a
heat exchanger, such that once the tank is filled with a
liquid like water, the thermal communication takes place
through the heat exchanger. Alternatively, the tank can
be used as a closed loop system wherein water, or an-
other suitable liquid, flows trough the tank and is con-
nected via an inlet and outlet opening to a tubular system
connected to a thermal energy collection system such
as a solar collector, and a thermal energy consumption
system such as a central heating system. Alternatively,
the tank could be used in an open loop system wherein
water can be introduced and drawn from the tank con-
tinuously. Alternatively, the tank could also be used as
storage for liquids that have to be kept at a certain (low
or moderate) temperature, such as a cow milk storage
tank or a horticulture water tank. In yet another example,
the tank could also be used as an infiltration tank or re-
tention tank, when the foil covering the framework is
meshed to let water exit the tank.
[0038] In an example, the step of building the frame-
work comprises:

- building the framework from the modular space
frame, the framework having wall surfaces tapered
towards the bottom surface.

[0039] Preferably, the walls of the framework are ta-
pered towards the bottom surface. The weight of the tank,
especially when filled with water, realises a downward
pressure. The lateral earth pressure from the soil pushing
on the walls of the tank has a tendency of pushes the
tank upward, due to its tapered walls. This upward pres-
sure is cancelled-out by the downward pressure (weight)
of the tank and liquid in the tank, by which the tank is
thus kept in place. Preferably the walls are tapered such
that the angle between bottom and walls is approximately

120 degrees and between top and walls approximately
60 degrees.
[0040] In an example, the step of building the frame-
work comprises:

- building the framework from the modular space
frame, the framework being any of an inverted pyr-
amid shaped, inverted truncated pyramid shaped
and inversed trapezoidal prism shaped.

[0041] As indicated, the walls are preferably tapered
towards the bottom. In a further example, only two of the
wall surfaces are tapered. As such, the tank has the form
of a reversed or inverted trapezoidal prism. Alternatively,
all four walls are tapered, by which the tank has the form
of an inverted pyramid, which is preferably truncated.
[0042] In a second aspect, there is provided a subsur-
face tank, comprising a modular framework having di-
mensions corresponding to a required volume of the tank,
and a foil wrapped around the framework comprised of
elastomeric material, wherein the framework is com-
prised of a lightweight rigid structure modular space
frame.
[0043] In an example, the lightweight rigid structure
modular space frame is comprised of aluminium.
[0044] In an example, framework having outer dimen-
sions corresponding to the required volume of the tank
and wherein the entire volume of the framework is com-
prised of the modular space frame.
[0045] In an example, the framework having wall sur-
faces tapered towards the bottom surface.
[0046] In an example, the framework being any of an
inverted pyramid shaped, inverted truncated pyramid
shaped and inversed trapezoidal prism shaped.
[0047] In an example, the framework is comprising a
space frame grid having a higher density towards the
outer surfaces of the framework.
[0048] In a third aspect, there is provided use of a sub-
surface tank as a large capacity thermal energy storage
tank, the subsurface tank being a subsurface tank ac-
cording to any of the previous descriptions, installed ac-
cording to a method of installing a subsurface tank ac-
cording to any of the previous descriptions.
[0049] The above-mentioned and other features and
advantages of the invention are illustrated in the following
description with reference to the enclosed drawings
which are provided by way of illustration only and which
are not limitative to the present invention.

Brief description of the Drawings

[0050]

Fig. 1 shows in a flow chart, the steps of the method
according to the invention.

Fig. 2 shows several stages of building a tank ac-
cording to an example of the invention from modular
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space frame parts.

Fig. 3 shows a tank according to an example of the
invention, installed as a subsurface tank for domestic
non-industrial thermal heat/cold storage.

Detailed Description

[0051] Fig. 1 shows the steps of the method 100 of
installing a subsurface tank. In the first step 101, a frame-
work is build, which framework has outer dimensions
such that the interior of the tank corresponds to a required
volume of the tank, for example 40, 60, 80, 100, 150,
200, 400, 500, or more cubic meters, basically, any vol-
ume is possible. The frame work is build as a modular
frame work, in particular from rigid lightweight space
frame parts such that a space frame construction is re-
alised.
[0052] In the next step 102 a hole is being dug on the
installation site, or a hole already dug in the ground at
the installation site could also be used, or further exca-
vated to the desired dimensions of the tank. In case of
the hole being dug on the installation site, this step can
take place prior, after, or simultaneous to step 101 of
building the framework,
[0053] In the next step 103, a foil is provided which has
dimensions sufficient to cover at least the walls and bot-
tom surface of the framework, and preferably also the
top surface.
[0054] In the next step 104 the foil is wrapped around
the framework, such that a tank is obtained. In accord-
ance with step 103, the wrapping is at least performed
over the walls and bottom surface and preferably also
over the top surface. The wrapping of the foil can be
performed after the framework is placed in the hole, or
prior to placing the framework in the hole.
[0055] In step 105 the framework is placed in the hole.
As indicated above, prior to placing the framework in the
hole, the framework can first be wrapped with foil, either
only covering the walls and bottom surface of the frame-
work, or the top surface as well. Alternatively, the foil can
be placed in the hole and then the framework can be
placed on top of the foil, after which the foil is wrapped
around the framework.
[0056] In Fig. 2 several steps 200 are shown from
space frame components 211, 212, 213, 221, 222, 223,
towards a fully build framework 271.
[0057] A space frame is a three-dimensional frame-
work known for architectures and structural engineering
above ground surface. A space frame is a lightweight (in
comparison with for example conventional frameworks
made from (solid) steel bars or concrete), rigid structure
that is constructed from interlocking struts in a geometric
pattern. Although space frame structures are known for
spanning large areas such as roof covering etc. the in-
ventors came to the insight that such a space frame struc-
tures is also very suitable to build a subsurface tank. A
structure formed by a space frame has a low overall

weight in comparison with a structure having the same
capacity but constructed from conventional materials, for
example cylindrical metal containers or subsurface stor-
age formed by a concrete casting.
[0058] An advantage of the framework according to
the invention is that the framework can be build on site,
which simplifies transport, e.g. low transport volume and
weight hence low transportation costs. For building the
framework in its most simplified version only two types
op components are required, i.e. bars 221, 222, 223 and
their connection units 211, 212, 213. These connecting
units are structural nodes arranged to connect bars in
multiple directions. The invention is not limited to the type
of nodes being used, e.g. being arranged to connect 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 etc. bars in different direction,
or in the way in which the bars can be connected to the
node, for example by clamps, fasteners, screws, etc.
[0059] Preferably all bars have equal lengths, this
gives the highest structural strength and simplifies con-
struction of the framework. However, the invention is not
limited thereto, and also bars of different lengths can be
used, as well as bars of different strengths or material,
e.g. thick heavier bars for example for the horizontal con-
nections and thinner lighter bars as struts in between the
heavier bars. Preferably all elements, 211-223 are made
from stainless steel, but more preferably from aluminium,
due to, amongst other, its strength (at all operating tem-
peratures) and corrosion resistance and, alternatively
materials having similar properties could be used as well.
[0060] The framework 271 consists, as indicated of
several individual space frame elements 211-223. These
elements, when combined, can form a space frame ele-
ment, e.g. square pyramid or as shown in 251 a tetrahe-
dron. The outer dimensions of such an individual space
frame element 251 define the grid of the space frame.
For example, when looking from a top view, two parallel
bars can extend between the walls of the framework.
These bars can thus have a length equal to the length or
width of the framework, or can be formed from several
shorter bars. The two parallel bars are interconnected by
bars 221-223, for example forming a square in case of a
square pyramid. The dimensions of that square define
the space frame grid. Accordingly, in an example the hor-
izontal bars of the framework are of longer length than
the remaining bars of the framework, preferably, the hor-
izontal bars of the framework have a length correspond-
ing to the length or width of the tank.
[0061] Since the space frame construction is very
strong, often stronger then required, the framework can
also be build from space frame elements with different,
less dense grids. For example, the outer layers can con-
sist of denser grids, i.e. double density, when compared
to the grid density in or near the centre of the framework.
Preferably, one or more of the walls, bottom and top sur-
face are thus formed from space frame elements in a
double density grid. This could be achieved by connect-
ing every node with a bar near any one or more of the
walls, bottom and top surface, and skipping nodes for
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the remaining parts of the framework in or near the centre.
A lower density can preferably be realized by skipping
nodes, and using longer bars, for example to interconnect
a horizontal bar of a first layer with a horizontal bar of the
third layer, obviating the nodes and bars that interconnect
the first and second horizontal bars and the second and
third horizontal bars.
[0062] As indicated in Fig. 2, the start of the construc-
tion of the framework can for example take place simul-
taneously with excavating of the hole by an excavator.
The construction starts with a plurality of space frame
components 211-223. In the first step 231 a first part of
a geometrical structure is formed by interconnecting two
nodes with a bar. In the next step 241 further bars are
connected to the node and other nodes are connected
until a single space frame geometry 251 is formed, for
example a square pyramid or as shown in 251 a tetra-
hedron. Once the first geometry is formed 251, the struc-
ture can be expanded with additional bars 221-223 and
nodes 211-213. In the next step 261 several individual
space frame geometries are interconnected, for example
a plurality of tetrahedrons or tetrahedrons with interlock-
ing square pyramids. This process is repeated until a
structure, i.e. the framework 271 according to the inven-
tion, of the desired dimensions are obtained.
[0063] The framework shown in Fig. 2 consists entirely
of space frame structures, e.g. tetrahedrons. This is how-
ever only an example, and provides a most rigid, strong-
est framework. The framework could however also con-
sist of only walls, top and bottom elements formed by the
space frame structures, which are interconnected to each
other, hence, by which the centre of the framework re-
mains open. Accordingly, the time to build the framework
and the amount of components needed, and transported
would also be lower, which lowers costs of installation,
materials, and transport. This would have a positive effect
on the return on investment.
[0064] The finished framework preferably has a shape
as an inverted truncated pyramid or an inversed trape-
zoidal prism. Preferably the angle between the top sur-
face and the wall surfaces is approximately 60 degrees.
The advantage thereof is that the combined weight of the
fluid and tank and the thus induced downward force, is
translated through the tapered shaped of the framework
to a horizontal force which neutralizes the force of the
soil on the walls of the tank. In a more preferred example,
the framework 271 can have a shape as indicated in Fig.
2, on top of which a similar shape is placed in opposite
orientation. Thus for example as shown in Fig. 2, a frame-
work build-up from three horizontal layers of several in-
terconnecting tetrahedrons (and/or square pyramids), as
well as an additional (single) layer on top thereof but ta-
pered towards the top surface. Hence, a framework is
obtained which is, by way of example, build from four
horizontal layers of interconnecting tetrahedrons of
which the top layer is tapered towards the top surface
and the remaining three layers tapered towards the bot-
tom surface. This way the combined weight of the fluid

and tank are even further neutralized and a further ad-
vantage is, that the top surface area is decreased, which
enables to use a larger tank for example under a con-
ventional size construction area/building ground surface.
[0065] In Fig. 3 the end situation 300 of installation of
the subsurface tank is shown. In this example a large
construction is build on top of the subsurface tank, once
installed and covered. Large and heavy constructions
can be placed/build op top of the tank due to the strength
of the tank as a result of the space frame construction
thereof. The building shown in Fig. 3 is merely an exam-
ple, other buildings or other use of the ground surface on
top of the subsurface tank are also possible, such as
parks, hockey/soccer fields, garden meadows, lawns,
etc.
[0066] In Fig. 3 the subsurface tank 271 is embedded
into the ground 320. The tank is not only covered with a
foil but also an additional stabilisation layer 312 is pro-
vided on the wall surfaces/between the wall surfaces and
the surrounding soil. Moreover, the bottom surface is also
provided with a stabilisation layer 311. The stabilisation
layer provides additional protection for objects that could
penetrate the foil, e.g. rocks or roots of trees, and fur-
thermore provides additional thermal isolation. Prefera-
bly the top surface is provided with such a layer as well.
The material used to cover the top surface and used on
the bottom surface is preferably polystyrene foam and
the material used for the walls polyurethane foam. How-
ever other materials could also be used or combined.
[0067] Once the tank is formed it can be filled with a
liquid, i.e. (tap) water, and optionally with a phase change
material, for example contained in units along which the
water can flow. 340. Once filled, the tank can be sealed
in case of the tank being used as a closed thermal system,
or can be connected to an inlet/outlet in case of an open
thermal system wherein fresh water can be introduced
and water can be drawn from the tank.
[0068] The example shown in Fig. 3 is a closed/sealed
tank 271 in which water 340 remains in the tank. The
tank is used as a thermal energy storage tank wherein
the water temperature for example is raised during sum-
mer and the heat of the hot water can be used during
winter to heat a building. The way in which the thermal
energy is stored in the tank 271 and drawn from the tank
is by use of a heat exchanging module 350. A primary
side of the heat exchanging module 350 is in thermal
connection with the water 340 in the tank 271, and a
secondary side of the heat exchanging module 350 is in
connection with a medium in a duct 330 that is for exam-
ple connected to the hot water tap in the building, a central
heating system in the building or other device or system
that could use the heat (old cold) from the tank 271. Vice
versa, the heat exchanging module 330 is arranged not
only to draw thermal energy from, but also store thermal
energy in the tank. For example, a solar panel (not
shown) could be connected to the heat exchanging mod-
ule 330 to heat the water, or an air-conditioning unit could
be connected to capture waste heat of the air-condition-
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ing unit and store the heat in the tank by heating the water
in the thank through the heat exchanging module 330.
These are only examples, and the invention is applicable
for other applications as well, and the invention is accord-
ingly not limited to the examples described, but deter-
mined by the appending claims.
[0069] Based on the above description, a skilled per-
son can provide modifications and additions to the meth-
od and arrangement disclosed, which modifications and
additions are all comprised by the scope of the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A method of installing a subsurface tank, comprising
the steps of:

- building a framework having dimensions cor-
responding to a required volume of the tank;
- providing a foil having dimensions sufficient to
cover the framework;
- covering at least the bottom and wall surfaces
of the framework with said foil;
- placing said framework in a hole sufficient for
said framework to be contained below ground
surface; characterized in that said step of
building said framework comprises building said
framework from a lightweight rigid structure
modular space frame.

2. The method of installing said subsurface tank ac-
cording to claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

- digging a hole corresponding approximately at
least said dimension of said framework.

3. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, further com-
prising the steps of:

- stabilizing said framework by adding a layer of
stabilization material in a remaining space be-
tween said hole and said framework, and where-
in said material is preferably selected from the
group comprising: sand, re-enforced sand, con-
crete, polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane foam.

4. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, further com-
prising the steps of:

- covering said framework by adding a layer of
stabilization on top of said framework, and
wherein said material is preferably selected from
the group comprising: sand, re-enforced sand,
concrete, polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane foam.

5. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, wherein said
step of building said framework comprises:

- building said framework from said modular
space frame, said framework having outer di-
mensions corresponding to said required vol-
ume of said tank and wherein the entire volume
of said framework is comprised of said modular
space frame.

6. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, wherein said
method further comprises:

- providing a phase change material inside said
subsurface tank.

7. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, further com-
prising the steps of:

- providing an inlet opening in said foil covered
framework arranged for liquid to flow into said
tank;
- providing an outlet opening in said foil covered
framework arranged for liquid to flow out of said
tank.

8. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, wherein said
step of building said framework comprises:

- building said framework from said modular
space frame, said framework having wall sur-
faces tapered towards said bottom surface.

9. The method of installing said subsurface tank of ac-
cording to any of the previous claims, wherein said
step of building said framework comprises:

- building said framework from said modular
space frame, said framework being any of an
inverted pyramid shaped, inverted truncated
pyramid shaped and inversed trapezoidal prism
shaped.

10. A subsurface tank, comprising a modular framework
having dimensions corresponding to a required vol-
ume of said tank, and a foil wrapped around said
framework comprised of elastomeric material,
wherein said framework is comprised of a lightweight
rigid structure modular space frame.

11. The subsurface tank according to claim 10, wherein
said lightweight rigid structure modular space frame
is comprised of aluminium.
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12. The subsurface tank according to any of the previous
claims 10-11, wherein said framework having outer
dimensions corresponding to said required volume
of said tank and wherein the entire volume of said
framework is comprised of said modular space
frame.

13. The subsurface tank according to any of the previous
claims 10-12, wherein said framework having wall
surfaces tapered towards said bottom surface, and
said framework in particular being any of an inverted
pyramid shaped, inverted truncated pyramid shaped
and inversed trapezoidal prism shaped.

14. The subsurface tank according to any of the previous
claims 10-13, wherein said framework is comprising
a space frame grid having a higher density towards
the outer surfaces of said framework.

15. Use of a subsurface tank as a large capacity thermal
energy storage tank, said subsurface tank being a
subsurface tank according to any of the previous
claims 10-14, installed according to a method of in-
stalling a subsurface tank according to any of the
previous claims 1-9.
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